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Abstract 

This paper presents a new method of producing high-resolution image from a single low-

resolution image without any external training image sets. We use a dictionary-based regression 

model for practical image super-resolution using local self-similar example patches within the 

image. Our method is inspired by the observation that image patches can be well represented as a 

sparse linear combination of elements from a chosen over-complete dictionary and that a patch in 

the high-resolution image have good matches around its corresponding location in the low-

resolution image. A first-order approximation of a nonlinear mapping function, learned using the 

local self-similar example patches, is applied to the low-resolution image patches to obtain the 

corresponding high-resolution image patches. We show that the proposed algorithm provides 

improved accuracy compared to the existing single image super-resolution methods by running 

hem on various input images that contain diverse textures, and that are contaminated by noise or 

other artifacts. image patches can be well represented as a sparse linear combination of elements 

from a chosen over-complete dictionary and that a patch in the high-resolution image have good 

matches around its corresponding location in the low-resolution image.  
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A first-order approximation of a nonlinear mapping function, learned using the local self-similar 

example patches, is applied to the low-resolution image patches to obtain the corresponding 

high-resolution image patches. We show that the proposed algorithm provides improved 

accuracy compared to the existing single image super-resolution methods by running them on 

various input images that contain diverse textures, and that are contaminated by noise or other 

artifacts 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

in this paper, we address the problem of learning-based image super-resolution and propose a 

novel approach called Local Learnable Kernel Regression (LLKR). The proposed model 

employs a local metric learning method to improve the kernel regression for reconstructing high 

resolution images. We formulate the learning problem as seeking multiple optimal Mahalanobis 

metrics to minimize the total kernel regression errors on the training images. Through learning 

local metrics in the space of low resolution image patches, our method is capable to build a 

precise data-adaptive kernel regression model in the space of high resolution patches. Since the 

local metrics split the whole data set into several subspaces and the training process can be 

executed off-line, our method is very efficient at runtime. We demonstrate that the new 

developed method is comparable or even outperforms other super-resolution algorithms on 

benchmark test images. The experimental results also show that our algorithm can still achieve a 

good performance even with a large magnification factor. In this paper, we describe a new single 

image super resolution method using a dictionary-based local regression approach. Our approach 

differs from prior work on single image SR with respect to two aspects: 1) using the in-place 

self-similarity [17] to construct and train a dictionary from their image, and 2) using the trained 

dictionary to learn a robust first-order approximation of the nonlinear mapping from Lotto HR 

image patches. The HR image patch is reconstructed from the given LR image patch using this 

learned nonlinear function. We describe our algorithm in detail and present both quantitative and 

qualitative results comparing it to several recent algorithm 
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II. METHODS 

the problem of generating a super-resolution (SR) image from a single low-resolution input 

image. We approach this problem from the perspective of compressed sensing. The low-

resolution image is viewed as down sampled version of a high-resolution image, whose patches 

are assumed to have a sparse representation with respect to an over-complete dictionary of 

prototype signal-atoms. The principle of compressed sensing ensures that under mild conditions, 

the sparse representation can be correctly recovered from the down sampled signal. We will 

demonstrate the effectiveness of sparsely as a prior for regularizing the otherwise ill-posed 

super-resolution problem. We further show that a small set of randomly chosen raw patches from 

training images of similar statistical nature to the input image generally serve as a good 

dictionary, in the sense that the computed representation is sparse and the recovered high-

resolution image is competitive or even superior in quality to images produced by other SR 

methods. and a mapping from the NIR tensor space to 3D tensor space, learned by using 

statistical learning, is used for the shape recovery. In the learning phase, the two tensor models 

are constructed for NIR and 3D images respectively, and a canonical correlation analysis (CCA) 

based multi-variety mapping from NIR to 3D faces is learned from a given training set of NIR-

3D face pairs. In the reconstruction phase, given an NIR face image, the depth map is computed 

directly using the learned mapping with the help of tensor models. Experimental results are 

provided to evaluate the accuracy and speed of the method. The work provides a practical 

solution for reliable and fast shape recovery and modeling of 3D objects. We propose a novel 

hierarchical log-linear model (HLLM) which represents both shape and appearance features at 

multiple levels of a hierarchy. This model enables us to combine appearance cues at multiple 

scales directly into the hierarchy and to model shape deformations at short-range, medium range, 

and long-range. We introduce the structure-perception algorithm to estimate the parameters of 

the HLLM in a discriminative way. The learning is able to estimate the appearance and shape 

parameters simultaneously in a global manner. Moreover, the structure-perception learning has a 

feature selection aspect (similar to Gadabouts) which enables us to specify a class of 

appearance/shape features and allow the algorithm to select which features to use and weight 

their importance. This method was applied to the tasks of deformable object localization, 

segmentation, matching (alignment), and parsing. We demonstrate that the algorithm achieves 

the state of the art performance by evaluation on public dataset (horse and multi-view face). 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We test our method using two different datasets. The firstone, Kodak2, contains 24 images 

of768+512 pixels and the second one, Berkeley, contains 20 images of481321pixelsfrom the 

project website of [15] that are commonly found insist publications. We compare to a baseline 

method (bucolic resizing) and two state-of-the-art methods falling in the subcategories of 

dictionary-based [8], which we refer to by sparse, and kernel ridge regression [11], which we 

refer to bridge, including powerful post-processing stage based on the natural image prior [16]. 

For sparse, we use an offline-generated dictionary obtained with the default training dataset and 

parameters sup-plied by the authors 

 

 

 

Fig. I. For each patch y of the up sampled low-frequency image Y, we find its in-place match 

YO from the low-frequency image You, and then Performa first-order regression on Xo to 

estimate the desired patch x for the target image X.the same spatial dimension as Xo, but is 

missing the highfrequencycontent, and likewise for Y and X. Let Xo and denote a x a HR image 

patches sampled from Xo and X, respectively, and let You and y denote a x a LR image patches 

sampled from You and Y, respectively. Let (i, j) and (p, q) denote coordinates in the 2-D image 

plane. A. Proposed Super-Resolution Algorithm The LR image is denoted as Xo E lRK,XK2, 
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from which we obtain its low-frequency image You E lRK,XK2 by Gaussianiltering. We up 

sample Xo using bucolic interpolation by factor of r to get Y E lRTK, XTK2. Y is used to 

approximate 

the low-frequency component of the unknown HR image X ElRTK,XTK2. We aim to estimate X 

from the knowledge fox, you and Y .Fig. 1 is a block-diagram description of the overall 

SRscheme presented. For each image patch y from the image Y allocation (i, j), we find its in-

place self-similar example patchy around its corresponding coordinates (is, j s) in the image 

You, where is = lilt + 0.5J and is = Ulf + 0.5J. Similarly, we can obtain the image patch Xo from 

image Xo, which is a 

HR version of you. The image patch pair {You, xo} constitutes LR/HR image prior example pair 

from which we learn first-order regression model to estimate the HR image patch for the LR 

patch y. We repeat the procedure using overlapping patches of image Y, and the final HR image 

X is generated by aggregating all the HR image patches x obtained. For largeupscaling factors, 

the algorithm is run iteratively, each time 

 

A. Proposed Super-Resolution Algorithm: 

 

The LR image is denoted as Xo E lRK, XK2, from which we obtain its low-frequency image 

You E lRK, XK2 by Gaussian filtering. We up sample Xo using bucolic interpolation by factor 

of r to get Y E lRTK, XTK2. Y is used to approximate the low-frequency component of the 

unknown HR image X ElRTK, XTK2. We aim to estimate X from the knowledge fox, you and Y 

.Fig. 1 is a block-diagram description of the overall SRscheme presented. For each image patch y 

from the image Y allocation (i, j), we find its in-place self-similar example patchy around its 

corresponding coordinates (is, j s) in the imagery, where is = lilt + 0.5J and jess = Ulf + 0.5J. 

Similarly, we can obtain the image patch Xo from image Xo, which is air version of you. The 

image patch pair {You, xo} constitutes LR/HR image prior example pair from which we learn 

first-order regression model to estimate the HR image patch for the LR patch y. We repeat the 

procedure using overlapping patches of image Y, and the final HR image X is generated by 

Aggregating all the HR image patches x obtained. For largeupscaling factors, the algorithm is 

run iteratively, each time with a constant scaling factor rib. Local Regression The patch-based 

single image SR problem can be viewed as a regression problem, i.e., finding a nonlinear 
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mapping function f from the LR patch space to the target HR patch space. However, due to the 

ill-posed nature of the inverse problem at hand, learning this nonlinear mapping function requires 

good image priors and proper regularization. From Section II-A, the in-place self-similar 

example patch pair{You, xo} serves as a good prior example pair for inferring the HR version of 

y. Assuming that the mapping function fish continuously differentiable, we have the following 

Taylor series expansion’s f(y) = f(you + y - You) (1)f(you) + "if(you)(y - You) + O{II y - You 

line:::::; Xo + "elf(you)(y - You).Equation (1) is a first-order approximation for the nonlinear 

mapping function f. Instead of learning the mapping function, we can learn its gradient "il f, 

which should be simpler. We learn the mapping gradient "ill f by building a dictionary using the 

prior example pair {You, xo} detailed in the nextsection. With the function values learned, given 

any LR input 

patch y, we first search its in-place self-similar example patch pair {You, xo}, then find "ill 

f(you) using the trained dictionary, and then use the first-order approximation to compute the 

Heritage patch x.Due to the discrete resembling process in downsamplingand up sampling, we 

expect to find multiple approximate inplaceexamples for y in the 3 x 3 neighborhood of 

(is,js),which contains 9 patches. To reduce the regression variance, we perform regression on 

each of them and combine the results by a weighted average. Given the in-place self-similar 

example patch pairs {YO, XO} Y=l for y, we have9x = L (Poi + "elf(you,)(y - You,)) We, 

(2)i=where We = (Liz) . Exp {- II y - You II§ 120"2} with z the normalization factor’s. 

Dictionary Learning The proposed dictionary-based method to learn the mapping gradient "il f is 

a modification of the work by Yang et al.[15], [16] to guarantee detail enhancement. Yang et al. 

[15],[16] developed a method for single image SR based on sparse modeling. This method 

utilizes an over complete dictionary E lynx built using the HR image, which is an n x Matrix 

whose K columns represents K "atoms" of size nowhere an "atom" is a sparse coefficient vector 

(i.e., a vector of weights/coefficients in the sparse basis). We assume that any patch x E urn in 

the HR image X can be represented as a sparse linear combination of the atoms of Dh as 

follows’:::::; Chq, with II Q 110« K, Q E lark. (3)A patch y in the observed LR image can be 

represented using corresponding LR dictionary Dl with the same sparse coefficient vector Q. 

This is ensured by co-training the dictionary Dewitt the HR patches and dictionary Dl with the 

correspondingly patches. For a given input LR image patch y we determine the sparse solution 

vector* = min II GDIQ - Gee II� +A II Q 111a (4) where G is a feature extraction operator to 
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emphasize highfrequencydetail. We use the following set of I-D filters:9, = [-1,0,1]' 92 = 9; , 93 

= [-1,-2,1], 94 = 9� (5) 

 

Here, Nandi M are dimensions of LR and HR image patches in vector form. Optimized 

dictionaries are computed by Xp - Daze II� +A II Z 111s.t. II Dice II�� 1, i = 1, ..., K(7)The 

tramp process is performed in an iterative manner, alternating between optimizing Z and Dc 

using the technique 
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Reconstruction of a raccoon face with magnification factor 2. Left: resultbyourmethod. Right: 

the original image. There is little noticeable difference visually even for such a complicated 

texture. The RMSE for the reconstructed image is 5.92 (only the local patch model is employed). 

 

Algorithm 

 

 1 (Super-Resolution via Sparse Representation). 

 

1: Input: training dictionaries Dh and Dl, a low-resolution 

    Image Y. 

 

2: For each 3 × 3 patch y of Y, taken starting from the 

Upper-left corner with 1 pixel overlap in each direction, 

• Compute the mean pixel value m of patch y. 

• Solve the optimization problem with ˜D and ˜y defined 

    In (8): minα _ ˜ Dα − ˜y_22 

    + λ_α_1. 

• Generate the high-resolution patch x = Dhα∗ . Put 

The patch x + m into a high-resolution image X0. 

 

3: End 

 

4: Using gradient descent, find the closest image to X0 

Which satisfies the reconstruction constraint? 

X 

∗  = ragman 

X 

_SHX − Y _22 

+ Cox −X0_22 

 

5: Output: super-resolution image X 
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The high resolution image patch dictionary trained by (24) using100, 000highresolution and low 

resolution image patch pairs sampled fromthe generic training images. Totally 512 dictionary 

atoms are learned witheach atom of size 9 × 9.where N and M are the dimensions of the high 

resolution andlow resolution image patches in vector form. Here, 1/N and1/M balances the two 

cost terms of (20) and (21). (22) can berewritten asminThus we can use the same learning 

strategy in the singledictionary case for training the two dictionaries for our 

superresolutionpurpose. Note that since we are using features fromthe low resolution image 

patches, Dh and Dl are not simplyconnected by a linear transform, otherwise the training 

processof (24) will depend on the high resolution image patches only(for detail, refer to Section 

III-C). Fig. 2 shows the dictionarylearned by (24) for generic images.6 the learned 

dictionarydemonstrates basic patterns of the image patches, such asorientated edges, instead of 

raw patch prototypes, due to itscompactness.C. Feature Representation for Low Resolution 

Image PatchesIn (4), we use a feature transformation F to ensure that thecomputed coefficients 

fit the most relevant part of the lowresolutionsignal, and hence have a more accurate 

predictionfor the high resolution image patch reconstruction. Typically is chosen as some kind of 

high-pass filter. This is reasonablefrom a perceptual viewpoint, since people are more sensitive 

to6We omit the dictionary for the low resolution image patches because wearer training on 

features instead the patches themselves. The high-frequency content of the image. The high-

frequency components of the low-resolution image are also arguably the most important for 

predicting the lost high-frequency contenting the target high-resolution image. In the literature, 

people have suggested extracting different features for the low resolution image patch in order to 

boost the prediction accuracy. Freeman et al. [9] used a high-pass filter to extract the edge 
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information from the low-resolution input patches as the feature. Sun et. al. [10] used 

setofGaussian derivative filters to extract the contours in the low-resolution patches. Chang et. al. 

[11] used the first- and second-order gradients of the patches as the representation. In this paper, 

we also use the first- and second-order derivatives as the feature for the low-resolution patch due 

to their simplicity and effectiveness. The four 1-D filters used to extract the derivatives are: 

f1 = [−1, 0, 1], f2 = fT1 

, 

f3 = [1, 0,−2, 0, 1], f4 = fT3 

where the superscript “T ” means transpose. Applying these four filters yields four feature 

vectors for each patch, which are concatenated into one vector as the final representation of the 

low-resolution patch. In our implementation, the four filters are not applied directly to the 

sampled low resolution image patches; instead, we apply the four filters to the training images. 

Thus, for each low resolution training image, we get four gradient maps, and we extract fours 

patches from these gradient maps at each location, and concatenate them to become the feature 

vector. Therefore, the feature representation for each low resolution image patch also encodes its 

neighboring information, which is beneficial for promoting compatibility among adjacent 

patches in the final super-resolution image. In practice, we find that it works better to extract the 

features from the up sampled version of the low-resolution image instead of the original one. 

That is, we first up sample the low-resolution image by factor of two 7 using Bucolic 

interpolation, and then extract gradient features from it. Since we know all the zoom ratios, it is 

easy to track the correspondence between high resolution image patches and the up sampled low-

resolution image patches both for training and testing. Because of the way of extracting features 

from the low resolution image patches, the two dictionaries Dh and Dl are not simply linearly 

connected, making the joint learning process in Eq.24 more reasonable. 

 

Conclusion 

We have presented a novel single-image super-resolutionmethod suitable for interactive 

applications. The executiontime is orders of magnitude smaller than that of the comparedstate-

of-the-art methods, with similar Y-PSNR and SSIMscores to those of the best performing 

alternative [11]. Inter-estingly, our method’s execution time is stable with respect tothe 

reconstruction accuracy, whereas [11]’s time increases forthe more demanding images. The key 
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aspects of our proposedmethod are 1) an efficient cross-scale strategy for obtaininghigh-

frequency examples based on local searches (internallearning) and 2) an adaptive selection of the 

most suitableupscaling and analysis filters based on matching scores. Forthe future work, we 

plan to improve the overall efficiencyof the method by focusing on the filter selection stage. 

Itwould be desirable to select filters ahead of their application,which might be achieved using 

sparse vector machines with aproperly dimensioned training set. We also plan to study 

thebenefits of a natural image prior [16] post-processing stage. 

 

TABLE I 

PREDICTION RMSE FOR ONE UPSCALlNG STEP (2x): 

Images  Bicubic Glasner Yang Freedman [5] Ours 

Chip 6.03 5.81 5.70 5.85 4.63 

Child 7.47 6.74 7.06 6.51 5.92 

Peppers 9.11 8.97 9.10 8.72 7.74 

House 10.37 10.41 10.16 9.62 8.14 

Cameraman 11.61 10.93 11.81 10.64 8.97 

Lena 13.31 12.92 12.65 11.97 11.41 

Barbara 14.93 14.24 13.92 13.23 12.22 

Monarch 16.25 15.71 15.96 15.50 15.42 
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